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Today in luxury:

Tod's taps Carlo Alberta Beretta as GM

While apparently incognito, filing through the PAC Museum of Contemporary Art in Milan to attend the Tod's show
on Friday morning, it was hard to miss one new yet familiar face in the room: Carlo Alberto Beretta, reports
Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Keeping Chanel on top in the post-Lagerfeld era

Bergdorf Goodman did something unusual for Chanel in 2016, agreeing to devote a window at its Fifth Avenue store
for the foreseeable future to the French brand's jewelry, per the Wall Street Journal.

Click here to read the entire article on the Wall Street Journal

Bottega Veneta gets a new look

When Phoebe Philo left Celine just before Christmas in 2017, an entire swath of female shoppers went into
mourning. The designer who had given them a wardrobe that spoke to their minds and ambitions that provided
intelligent comfort without glitz, that swaddled in a most subtle way was stepping down. When she was replaced by
Hedi Slimane, fetishizer of the skinny suit and truncated hemline and dash of rock star desiccation, they despaired.
Where would they shop? says The New York Times.

Click here to read the entire article on The New York Times

Tesla rolls out Model 3 in China ahead of schedule in sales push
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Tesla Inc. has started delivering Model 3 cars in China slightly ahead of schedule, as it looks to revive its sales that
have been hit hard by Sino-U.S. trade tensions, according to Reuters.

Click here to read the entire article on Reuters
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